C. Milton Wright High School
Music Technology

Pro Tools Project #6 – Song Production

Grade Sheet

Directions:
You will write, perform, and record a song either by creating an original song or an arrangement of an existing song (ie. a “cover”). Your project should demonstrate the following...
- the principles of good production (good signals, good mix, appropriate use of effects)
- a strong commitment to the creative process
- a working knowledge of Pro Tools

Grading Rubric:

2 to 3 minutes in length

Include multiple tracks that incorporate a variety of instruments/timbres

Have a well-balanced mix using various techniques learned

Add entry to Online Portfolio.
(include header, brief description, and mp3 player)

Include a written statement that describes (in detail) your pre-production planning, individual thought process, and methods/techniques used.

Notes...

Total: __________/100